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...It is an opening to feeling and

hearing the nuances, the lyrics and

notes that your body, in alignment with

your heart and soul, are writing for

you.” 

Vanda Scaravelli 

What a beautiful and poetic way to

describe movement and re-centre it as

a key component of the overall

wellbeing spectrum.  

Hit by Covid with the closing of sport

venues and gyms, movement is coming

back stronger than ever, taking a new

and more mindful turn: the prime goal

of exercising is not anymore to stay fit,

but to stay sane and healthy!

Body and mind are reconnected, and

the benefits of movement are looked in

a more holistic way, promoting

longevity and wellbeing.    
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"MOVEMENT IS THE

SONG OF THE BODY...



physically do what our bodies are

supposed to be doing, from lifting, to

reaching, to squatting to jumping.

“Strong is the new sexy” and hotel 

 gyms are becoming popular settings

on social media, with fitness creating

a new sense of community and social

interactions.

According to the latest Global

Wellness Institute numbers, the

Physical Activity industry was worth

US$738 billions in 2020, and is

expected to have an annual average

growth rate of 10.2% in the next five

years. (Source: Global Wellness

Institute, including recreational

physical activity – sports & active

recreation, fitness and mindful

movement, as well as enabling sectors

– fitness technology, sports & fitness

equipment and sport apparel and

footwear).

Data from Forbes from 2019 mention

that the global fitness industry’s 

No pain, no gain! Back in the 1980s,

the sweatband-wearing Jane Fonda

and Richard Simmons helped raise the

global workout boom. What was meant

to be encouraging, the idea that great

pain is required to work out well,

stayed in place for decades,

misleading the purpose of movement

and health.

It’s only within the last years that

health and wellness discourse has

evolved to a softer and more

sustainable reality, ultimately

anchoring movement in the current

holistic approach to wellbeing.  

Fitness is removing itself from the

once centred ‘thin is in’ mentality and

turns into a long-term tool helping us

to have confidence and energy to 
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FROM “NO PAIN NO

GAIN” TO MINDFUL

TRAINING AND

FITTECH 



Understanding how it works and the

value of our body’s mechanisms can

help raise the appreciation of what our

body is capable of, hopefully creating

a desire to taking more care of it.

Adam Rivadeneyra, MD, a sports

physician with the Hoag Orthopedic

Institute and the Orthopaedic

Specialty Institute in California

explains that whilst we exercise, we

stress our body, and are causing

damage to muscle cells. This stress

triggers your body’s immune system to

repair that damage – and when the

body’s tissues recover, they become

improvingly fitter than they were

before. This repetitive “stress and

recovery” routine will result in improved

health and fitness.   

market size alone surpassed 96 billion

USD, with over 170 million people

choosing to workout every day. When

the pandemic hit, whoever wanted to

continue to move chose online

solutions. Sales of high-tech at-home

equipment, such as the Peloton bike,

blew up in 2020, mostly as people

couldn’t leave the house, and health

and fitness app downloads increased

by 47 percent in Q2 in 2020. (Source:

Forbes) 

Apps are convenient and allow us to

follow a certain fitness regimen

customized to our goals, and we can

take charge of our own health:

physical, mental, and emotional. And

even better, thanks to this technology,

some of the world’s best trainers and

coaches are available at our fingertips. 

The virtual fitness rise is just one part

of the industry innovation, but it is

expected to reach nearly 60 billion USD

by 2027. (Source: The Times) 

WE ARE MADE TO

MOVE
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Exercise supplies fresh oxygen to our

brain and helps our brain to keep its

navigational skills and memory systems

honed, also preventive cognitive

decline. It also strengthens our heart,

muscles, bones, and lower blood

pressure. 

When exercising, we also release

endorphins, the “feel-good” hormones,

reducing stress, anxiety and enhancing

good mood and sleep. This is why we

feel in peace and energised when

moving. 

Physical activity is therefore a major

contributor to fight chronic diseases.

Whether aerobic exercises, strength

training, high-intensity interval training,

or flexibility exercises – depending on

the disease, regular movements can

help manage symptoms and improve

our health. Mayo Clinic lists heart

disease, diabetes, asthma, cancer,

arthritis, dementia, and back pain as

some of the health conditions that can

be improved. Working together with

physical or occupational therapist and

doctors to find the right physical

treatments is crucial to avoid

damaging our body more. 

An article titled “Sitting is the new

smoking” (scary!!), published by The

New York Times, described how three

minutes of movement every half hour

can counter the negative effects of

sitting, showing that even just small

parts of movement during the day can

help reduce the risk of metabolic

disease including diabetes, metabolic

syndrome, and high cholesterol.  
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Technically speaking ‘fitness’ breaks

down into 4 elements: strength,

cardio/endurance, flexibility and

balance. 

Strength: Strength training improves

your muscle and bone health, and

helps with weight loss. It can be done

using free weights, resistance bands,

weight machines, household items, or

your own body weight. 
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THE 4 ELEMENTS OF

FITNESS 

According to numerous studies, lifelong

exercise keeps people healthier for

longer – and the sooner we start and

the longer we remain physically active

– the better!  

Cardio/endurance: Cardio improves

overall health and well-being. It helps

your heart, blood vessels, lungs, and

muscles. Popular activities include

walking, biking, jogging, swimming, or

dancing. 

Flexibility: Flexibility allows you to

move your body freely. Being flexible

decreases your risk of injury. Stretching

lengthens your muscles. Yoga or Pilates

are good activities to improve

flexibility.  

Balance: Balance workouts are key for

stability, which will help improve

posture, low back pain, and prevent

falls, and is attached to workouts

strengthening your cores.   

In order to follow an effective and

complete exercise program, all of the 4

elements should be incorporated.  
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MULTIPLE WAYS TO

WORKOUT 

As kids we didn’t need to think about

keeping active, we just had to run

around with our friends, climbing trees

or jumping ropes, moving our body whilst

playing. Which is unfortunately

something that todays’ kids are lacking,

with children obesity and inactivity

skyrocketing – but that’s a story for

another time! 

As adults, it may feel challenging to

integrate those recommended 150-300

minutes of moderate intensive physical

activity per week into our schedule. This

recommendation per week roughly

breaks down to 30 minutes per day. It

already sounds easier and more

achievable, right?  

Moving doesn’t necessarily mean hitting

the gym. There are many ways to move,

you just need to find the activities that

are fun for you and easy to include in

your schedule. If you need to drive 30

min after work to go to your workout,

you are unlikely to keep going, so make

your life easy! Find something close to

work or home. Plus, in todays’ world, you

also have access to 24/7 fitness

content online, so there is really no

excuse.  

And as if that’s not enough, you can

even cover some of your daily movement

already during our daily routine: walking

up the stairs whenever you have the 



opportunity; walking or cycling to

meetings, work or shopping; make you

weekend/date nights more active

(bowling, paintball, minigolf,

bouldering etc), or giving your

apartment or house a deep clean.

You’d be surprised what shapes

workout can take! 

“Functional Fitness” is using these daily

tasks as a target to create workout

regimen that can help in your everyday

activities, like getting up off the floor,

carrying heavy objects or putting

something up on a shelf. By

strengthening the muscles in the same

way you would need to use them for

certain tasks, it reduces your risk of

injury and increases your quality of life.

Win-win!  

Movement is for the whole family, all

ages and genders and from nature

walks to water sports, there are many

activities that can be done to keep all

generations moving and interacting in

fun ways. 
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CREATING

ENVIRONMENTS THAT

FOSTER MOVEMENT 

Our society and current environment

have been thought to make us as lazy

as possible, making moving the

difficult option. Why would you walk to

the store, while taking the car will

reduce the time spent? Why taking the

stairs while using the elevator is less

tiring?  

This is where the hospitality industry

can be creative – giving some meaning

to the WHY and making movement easy

and attractive. Why walking? Because

there is a beautiful path with lovely

flowers and trees to admire. Why

taking the stairs? Because the

staircase is full of artwork. Design is a

clever and precious help in

encouraging people to move.  



Movement can cross various parts of the

hotel operation and can be a part of the

overall experience and opportunity to

showcase the property.

Now let’s talk about the heart of

movement in a hotel: the gym – often

relegated in a shoebox in the basement,

an unflattering environment which is

fortunately getting outdates as guests’

awareness and demand for attractive

fitness spaces increase, requiring

spaces that are fully and professionally

equipped – nope, letting the finance

director who hasn’t been to a gym since

high school deciding on the fitness

equipment is not a good idea! :). This

leads to a new relationship between the

hospitality and fitness industries, with

professional trainers partnering with

hotel and chains to create adequate

movement spaces. Stephen Price, who’s

interview is in the following pages, just

launched in early 2022 its Momentum

facility at the Mandarin Oriental hotel in

London.  

Whilst the hospitality industry aims to

create unique experiences to paying

clients, it is often missing the

opportunity to offer teammates and

workers a similar healthy work

environment. Strategies that guests can

access are also helpful to the workforce

to recover from work and be better

professionals. With small adjustments,

certain tasks can even be considered a

full-body workout. Housekeeping is a

good example! Giving that perspective

and opportunity to employees can do

wanders for their overall health,

appreciation for your property or

company, and their quality of service. 
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